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The mission of All Saints’ Episcopal Church is to seek God in reverent worship,
service to neighbors, gracious hospitality, and the pursuit of wisdom.

We are delighted you have chosen All Saints’ Episcopal Church as your
place of worship today. We extend to you a warm welcome
and offer you a variety of opportunities for spiritual growth
in worship, study, service, and fellowship.

We believe that God dwells within each one of us and that God is present
with us as we gather together in God’s name.
You are a part of God’s presence here, and we thank you
for joining us in making that presence known today.

If you are new to our community or you are looking for a church home,
please fill out a Visitor’s Card and place it in the offering plate.

Wherever you are on your spiritual journey, All Saints’ welcomes you.
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We invite you to a time of quiet prayer before the service begins.
Gather in the Name of the Lord
Prelude
Processional

Andante Tranquillo from Sonata in A Major (Felix Mendelssohn)
“O worship the King”

Hymnal #388 v 1-3, 5

The people standing, the Celebrant says
Blessed be God: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.
People
And blessed be his kingdom, now and for ever. Amen.
The Celebrant may say
Almighty God, to you all hearts are open, all desires known, and from you no secrets are
hid: Cleanse the thoughts of our hearts by the inspiration of your Holy Spirit, that we
may perfectly love you, and worthily magnify your holy Name; through Christ our
Lord. Amen.
Song of Praise

Hymnal #S280
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The Liturgy of the Word
The Collect of the Day
Celebrant
People
Celebrant

The Lord be with you.
And also with you.
Let us pray.

The Celebrant continues
O Lord, make us have perpetual love and reverence for your holy Name, for you never
fail to help and govern those whom you have set upon the sure foundation of your lovingkindness; through Jesus Christ our Lord, who lives and reigns with you and the Holy
Spirit, one God, for ever and ever. Amen. Amen.
The First Reading

1 Kings 19:1-15a

Reader
A reading from First Kings.
.
Ahab told Jezebel all that Elijah had done, and how he had killed all the prophets
with the sword. Then Jezebel sent a messenger to Elijah, saying, "So may the gods
do to me, and more also, if I do not make your life like the life of one of them by
this time tomorrow." Then he was afraid; he got up and fled for his life, and came to
Beer-sheba, which belongs to Judah; he left his servant there.
But he himself went a day's journey into the wilderness, and came and sat down
under a solitary broom tree. He asked that he might die: "It is enough; now, O LORD,
take away my life, for I am no better than my ancestors." [Then he lay down under
the broom tree and fell asleep. Suddenly an angel touched him and said to him, "Get
up and eat." He looked, and there at his head was a cake baked on hot stones, and a
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jar of water. He ate and drank, and lay down again. The angel of the LORD came a
second time, touched him, and said, "Get up and eat, otherwise the journey will be
too much for you."] He got up, and ate and drank; then he went in the strength of
that food forty days and forty nights to Horeb the mount of God. At that place he
came to a cave, and spent the night there.
Then the word of the LORD came to him, saying, "What are you doing here, Elijah?"
He answered, "I have been very zealous for the LORD, the God of hosts; for the
Israelites have forsaken your covenant, thrown down your altars, and killed your
prophets with the sword. I alone am left, and they are seeking my life, to take it
away."
He said, "Go out and stand on the mountain before the LORD, for the LORD is about
to pass by." Now there was a great wind, so strong that it was splitting mountains
and breaking rocks in pieces before the LORD, but the LORD was not in the wind;
and after the wind an earthquake, but the LORD was not in the earthquake; and after
the earthquake a fire, but the LORD was not in the fire; and after the fire a sound of
sheer silence. When Elijah heard it, he wrapped his face in his mantle and went out
and stood at the entrance of the cave. Then there came a voice to him that said,
"What are you doing here, Elijah?" He answered, "I have been very zealous for
the LORD, the God of hosts; for the Israelites have forsaken your covenant, thrown
down your altars, and killed your prophets with the sword. I alone am left, and they
are seeking my life, to take it away." Then the LORD said to him, "Go, return on
your way to the wilderness of Damascus."
Reader
People

The Word of the Lord.
Thanks be to God.

လ ံာ်စီၤပီၤအခ ံာ်ထံးတဘ ံာ်. 19:1-15
ဒီးစီၤအီၤဃ ာ်စီးဘ ာ် န ာ်အီၤစဘ
့ ီၤ့ လီးလ ကယ ာ်တ ာ် လ စီၤအ့ီၤလယီၤမီၤဝ, ဒီးကယ ာ်တ ာ်ဘ ာ်ဃီးဒီးအမီၤ
သဝခလ ာ်လ နီးလီၤ.
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2 ဒီးန ာ်အီၤစဘ
့ ီၤ့ လီးမ ကလီးတဂီၤ ဆစီၤအ့ီၤလယီၤအ အ ,ာ် ဒီးစီးဝဒ ာ်,
တီၤခဂီၤဆ အလ ာ်ခအီၤ,ယမ့ ာ်တပ ာ် ဘ ာ်နသီးဒာ်ပီၤတဂီၤလ အက ျါအသီးန ့ ာ်ဘ ာ်ဒီး, မာ်က
စ ာ်တဖ ာ်မီၤယီၤဒာ်န ့ ာ်သီး,ဒီးနီးန ့ ာ်အန ့ ာ်တက့ ာ်.
3 ဒီးအဝဒ ထ
ာ်
ာ်ဘ ာ်ဝ, ဒီးလီၤတ ာ်လ အသီးသမအ ဂ ာ်,
ဒီးဟဆဘ့ ာ်ၡဘီၤလ အဘ ဃ
ာ် ီးဒီးယဒီၤ,ဒီးပ လ
ာ် ီၤ တ ာ်အခ့အပီၤဖန ့ ာ်လီၤ. 4 ဒီးလီၤဝအကစ ာ်ဒ ာ်ဝတနီၤ
က လ ပ ာ်မ ာ်ကန , ဒီးဟဆ့ ာ်နီၤလ ပထီးသ့ ရ
ာ် သ့ ာ် အဖလ ,ာ် ဒီးဃ့ဝလ အသီးဒာ်သီးအကသလီၤ. ဒီးစီးဝ
ဒ ,ာ် အျါလ. ခကန ာ်အီၤ,ယီၤဧ ,ဟီးထ ာ်ယသီးတက့ ာ်. အဂ့ ာ်ဒာ်အီၤ,ယတဂီၤ့ န ့ ာ်ဘ ာ်ယပ ာ်တဖ ာ်ဘ ာ်.
5 ဒီးမလီၤ, ဒီးမသပ့ီၤလ သ့ ာ်ပထီးသ့ ရ
ာ် သ့ ာ်အဖ လ ာ်, ဒီးက ာ်က ာ်, ကလီးတဂီၤထီးဘ အ
ာ် ီၤဒီးစီးဘ ာ်
အီၤ, ဂီၤဆ ထ ာ်အ ာ်တ ာ်တက့ ာ်.
6 ဒီးက ာ်ဝ, ဒီးက ာ်က ာ်,က ာ်ဘ့ ာ်ဘ ာ်တဘ့ ာ်က ာ်အသီး လ လ ာ်က ာ်အဖခ ာ်,
ဒီးထတပလအ ာ်ဝလ အခ အ
ာ် ဃ ီၤလီၤ. ဒီးအ ာ်တ ာ်,ဒီးအတ ာ်,ဒီးမလီၤကဒီးလီၤ.
7 ဒီးယီၤအကလီးဟက့ီၤခဘ တဘ , ဒီးထီးဘ ာ်အီၤ, ဒီးစီးဝဒ ,ာ်
ဂီၤဆ ထ ာ်အ ာ်တ ာ်တက့ ာ်.အဂ့ ာ်ဒာ်အီၤ,က ဧီၤကပီၤဧီၤယီၤက ာ်ဆီးလ နဂ ာ်လီၤ.
8 ဒီးဂီၤဆ ထ ာ်,ဒီးအ တ
ာ် ာ်ဒီးအတ ာ်,ဒီးလီၤဝလ တ ာ် အ ာ်န ့ ာ်အဂ ာ်အဘျါအနီၤလ ာ်ဆ
ဒီးအနီၤလ ာ်ဆပ ာ်လ ကစ ာ်အကစ ာ်ဃီးရီးန့ ့ ာ်လီၤ.
9 ဒီးဟဝဖန ့ ာ်ဆတ ာ်အပီၤ, ဒီးအ ာ်ဝဖန ့ ာ် သတနီၤ က ီၤ,ဒီးက ာ်က ာ်,ယီၤအကလ ာ်ဘ ာ်အီၤ, ဒီးစီးဘ ာ်အီၤ,
တ ာ်ဘ ာ်ဃီးဒီးနီၤဖအီၤအ ာ်မနီၤလ ာ်, စီၤအ့ီၤလယီၤဧ .
10 ဒီးစီးဝဒ ,ာ် ယသီးဆ ာ်လ ယီၤတ ာ်သီးမ ာ်အကစ ာ်အ ဂ ာ်ဆ ာ်ဆ ာ်ကလ ာ်လီၤ. အဂ့ ာ်ဒာ်အီၤ,
ပီၤအ ာ်စရလီးဖ
လီၤသဒ ာ်နတ ာ်အ ာ်လီၤအလီၤ, မီၤလီၤပ ာ်က ာ်နတ ာ် လ ာ်လ ာ်, ဒီးမီၤသနဝတဖ ာ်လ နီး,
့
ဒီးအ ာ်လီၤတ ာ်ထ ယီၤတဂီၤဧီၤလီၤ. ဒီးအဝသ့ ာ်တဖ ာ်န ့ ာ်ဃယသီးသမ ဒာ်သီးအကဟီးထ ာ်က ာ်အီၤလီၤ.
11 ဒီးစီးဘ အ
ာ် ီၤ, ဟီးထ ာ်ဒီးဆ ထ ာ်လ ကစ ာ်လီၤ, လ ယီၤအမ ာ်ညျါတက့ ာ်. ဒီးက ာ်က ာ်, ယီၤလီၤပီၤက ာ်,
ဒီးကလီၤမ ာ်ဆ ာ်မီၤသ့ ာ်ဖီးကစ ာ်တဖ ာ်, ဒီးမီၤလီၤက လလ ာ်တဖ ာ်လ ယီၤအမ ာ်ညျါလီၤ. ယီၤတအ ာ်ဘ ာ်
လ ကလီၤန ့ ာ်အပီၤဘ ာ်. ဒီးလ ကလီၤအလ ာ်ခန ့ ာ် ဟ ာ်ခ ာ်ဟီးဝီးဝလီၤ. ယီၤတအ ာ်ဘ ာ်လ ဟ ာ်ခ ာ်ဟီးဝီး
န ့ ာ်အပီၤဘ ာ်. 12 ဒီးလ ဟ ာ်ခ ာ်ဟီးဝီးအလ ာ်ခန ့ ာ်မ့ ာ်အ ကီၤထ ာ်လီၤ.
ယီၤတအ ာ်ဘ ာ်လ မ့ အ
ာ် န ့ ာ်အပီၤဘ ာ်, ဒီးလ မ့ ာ်အအလ ာ်ခန ့ ာ်တ ာ်အသ ာ်ဖနဒီး ကပ လ
ာ် ီး အ ာ်ထ ာ်လီၤ.
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13 ဒီးတီၤစီၤအ့ီၤလယီၤန ာ်ဟဒီး, တ ာ်မီၤအသီးလ အကီး ဘ အမ ာ်လ အယ ာ်ပီၤ,ဒီးလီၤထ ာ်,
ဒီးဆ ထ ာ်လ တ ာ်အပီၤအခ ာ်ထီးလီၤ. ဒီးက ာ်က ာ်, တ ာ်သ ာ်အ ာ်ထ ာ် ဒီးအီၤ,ဒီးစီးဝဒ ာ်,
တ ာ်ဘ ာ်ဃီးဒီးနီၤဖအီၤအ ာ်မနီၤလ ာ်, စီၤအ့ီၤလယီၤဧ .
14 ဒီးစီးဝဒ ,ာ် ယသီးဆ ာ်လ ယီၤတ ာ်သီးမ ာ်အကစ ာ်အ ဂ ာ်ဆ ာ်ဆ ာ်ကလ ာ်လီၤ.
အဂ့ ာ်ဒာ်အီၤ,ပီၤအ ာ်စရလီးဖ
လီၤသဒ ာ်နတ ာ်အ ာ်လီၤအလီၤ, မီၤလီၤပ ာ်က ာ်နတ ာ် လ ာ်အလ ာ်,
့
ဒီးမီၤသဝတဖ ာ်လ နီး, ဒီးအ လ
ာ် ီၤတ ာ် ထယီၤတဂီၤဧီၤလီၤ. ဒီးအဝသ့ ာ်တဖ ာ်န ့ ာ် ဃယသီး
သမဒာ်သီးအကဟီးထ ာ်က အ
ာ် ီၤလီၤ.
15 ဒီးယီၤစီးဘ ာ်အီၤ, လီၤတ ာ်, က့ီၤပ ာ်နက ဆဒီၤမ့ီၤစီး့ အပ ာ်မ ာ်ကန , ဒီးတီၤနဟတီၤဒီး,

ဖှူစီၤဃစလ
ာ် က့ ာ်.
့ ီးလ စီၤ ပီၤလ စီၤရအဖခ တ

Psalm 42 and 43 (read responsively by full verse)
Psalm 42
1 As the deer longs for the water-brooks, *
so longs my soul for you, O God.
2 My soul is athirst for God, athirst for the living God; *
when shall I come to appear before the presence of God?
3 My tears have been my food day and night, *
while all day long they say to me,
"Where now is your God?"
4 I pour out my soul when I think on these things: *
how I went with the multitude and led them into the house of God,
5 With the voice of praise and thanksgiving, *
among those who keep holy-day.
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6 Why are you so full of heaviness, O my soul? *
and why are you so disquieted within me?
7 Put your trust in God; *
for I will yet give thanks to him,
who is the help of my countenance, and my God.
8 My soul is heavy within me; *
therefore I will remember you from the land of Jordan,
and from the peak of Mizar among the heights of Hermon.
9 One deep calls to another in the noise of your cataracts; *
all your rapids and floods have gone over me.
10 The LORD grants his loving-kindness in the daytime; *
in the night season his song is with me,
a prayer to the God of my life.
11 I will say to the God of my strength,
"Why have you forgotten me? *
and why do I go so heavily while the enemy oppresses me?"
12 While my bones are being broken, *
my enemies mock me to my face;
13 All day long they mock me *
and say to me, "Where now is your God?"
14 Why are you so full of heaviness, O my soul? *
and why are you so disquieted within me?
15 Put your trust in God; *
for I will yet give thanks to him,
who is the help of my countenance, and my God.
Psalm 43
1 Give judgment for me, O God,
and defend my cause against an ungodly people; *
deliver me from the deceitful and the wicked.
2 For you are the God of my strength;
why have you put me from you? *
and why do I go so heavily while the enemy oppresses me?
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3 Send out your light and your truth, that they may lead me, *
and bring me to your holy hill
and to your dwelling;
4 That I may go to the altar of God,
to the God of my joy and gladness; *
and on the harp I will give thanks to you, O God my God.
5 Why are you so full of heaviness, O my soul? *
and why are you so disquieted within me?
6 Put your trust in God; *
for I will yet give thanks to him,
who is the help of my countenance, and my God.
စံးထ ံာ်ပတတြၢ 42 and 43
စံးထ ံာ်ပတတြၢ 42
တ ာ်အခ ာ်အဂ ာ်လ စီၤကီးရီးအဖချါအသ ာ်တ ာ်.
1 ဒာ်တီၤဟဆ န ့ ာ်ထက အသီးန ့ ာ် ယသီးဆ န ့ ာ်နီၤဒာ် န ့ ာ်အသီး, ကစ ာ်ဧ .
2 တြၢ ံာ်သူယသံးလြၢယီၤယကစြၢ ံာ် လြၢအမူဝဲတဂီၤလီၤ. ယကလဲီၤအ ံာ်လြၢယီၤအမဲ ံာ်ညါ အကတြၢ ံာ်ဖဲ လဲ ံာ်.
3 ယမ ာ်ထမ့ ာ်ယတ ာ်အ ာ်လ မ ာ်ဆျါ ဆီးလ မ ာ်နီၤဖပီၤစီးဘ ယ
ာ် ီၤတထ ာ်ဃ, နကစ ာ်အ ာ် ဖလ ာ်န ့ ာ်လီၤ.
4 ယသ ံာ်န ံာ်ထ ံာ်ကီၤ တြၢ ံာ်တဖ ံာ်အီၤ, ဒံးလူလီၤယသံးလြၢယပူီၤလီၤ. အဂြၢ ံာ်ဒံာ်အီၤ,ယလဲီၤတြၢ ံာ် ဒံးပီၤဂြၢ ံာ်မြၢ ံာ်,
ယလဲီၤတြၢ ံာ်ဒံးအီၤဆူယီၤအဟ ံာ်ဒံး တြၢ ံာ် သူ ဖ
ံာ် သံးညအသ ံာ်, ဒံးတြၢ ံာ်စံးထ ပ
ံာ် တတြၢီၤအ ံာ်ဒံး ပီၤ
ဂြၢ ံာ်မြၢ ံာ်လြၢအမီၤဘူ ံာ်တြၢ ံာ်လီၤ.
5 ဘ ာ်မနီၤလ နသ ာ်က ာ်နသီးလီၤလ ာ်,ယသီးဧ . ဒီး နသ က
ာ် ာ်သီးဂီၤလ ယပီၤဘ ာ်မနီၤလ ာ်. က ာ်လ ာ်ယီၤ
အက တက့ ာ်. အဂ့ ာ်ဒာ်အီၤ, ယကစီးထ ာ်ပတတ ီၤဒီးအီၤ လ အမ ာ်အတ ာ်မီၤစ ီၤအဃန ့ ာ်လီၤ.
6 ကစြၢ ံာ်ဧြၢ,ယသူ ံာ်ကြၢ ံာ်ယသံးလီၤလြၢယပူီၤလီၤ. မီၤသံး ဒံာ်န ံာ်ဒံး ယကသ ံာ်န ံာ်ထ ံာ်ကီၤနီၤလြၢ
ယြၢ ံာ်ဒ ံာ်အကြၢ ံာ် ပူီၤ,ဒံးကစြၢြၢ ံာ်ဃရမ ံာ်အလီၤ,လြၢကစြၢြၢ ံာ်မစြၢ ံာ်အလီၤလီၤ.
7 ထယ ာ်ပီၤကီးဝဆထယ ာ်ပီၤ လ နထက တဖ ာ်အ သ ာ်လီၤ. ကယ ာ်နလပဝျါခ ာ်,ဒီးနလပမ ာ်ဟက ာ်ဘ
ယီၤလီၤ.
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8 လြၢမြၢ ံာ်ဆါခန ံာ်ယီၤမီၤလ အ
ံာ် ဘ ံးအဖ ံာ်, ဒံး လြၢမြၢ ံာ်နီၤန ံာ်အတြၢ ံာ်သံးဝ ံာ်အ ံာ်ဒံးယီၤ, ယတြၢ ံာ်ဘါထ
ကဖ ံာ်ဆယ
ူ သံးသမူအကစြၢ ံာ်လီၤ.
9 ယကစီးကစ ာ်, ယ လ ာ်ယလ့ဧ , နသီးပ့ီၤန ာ်ယီၤဘ ာ်မနီၤလ ာ်. ယလီၤ တ ာ်ဒီး ယသ ာ်အီးသီးအီးလ
တ ာ်အဒ ာ်အဒျါအမီၤအ တ ာ်အဃဘ ာ်မနီၤလ ာ်.
10 တီၤယဒ ံာ်ယဒါစံးဘ ံာ်ယီၤ ကံးမြၢ ံာ်နီၤမြၢ ံာ်နီၤဒဲံး, နကစြၢ ံာ်အ ံာ်ဖဲလဲ ံာ်န ံာ်ဒံးဒ ံာ်ဒ ဲ ံာ်ယီၤ ဒံးယမီၤသံး
ဒံာ်တြၢ ံာ်မီၤသတြၢ ံာ်လြၢ ယဃက ါအသံးန ံာ် လီၤ.
11 ဘ ာ်မနီၤလ နသ ာ်က ာ်သီးလီၤလ ာ်,ယသီးဧ . ဒီးန သ က
ာ် ာ်သီးဂီၤ လ ယပီၤဘ ာ်မနီၤလ ာ်. က ာ်လ ာ်ယီၤ
အက တက့ ာ်. အဂ့ ာ်ဒာ်အီၤ, ယကစီးထ ာ်ပတတ ီၤဒီး အီၤ, ယမ ာ်အတ ာ်မီၤစ ီၤဒီးယကစ ာ်လီၤ.
စံးထ ံာ်ပတတြၢ 43
1 စ ံာ်ည ံာ်ယီၤ,ကစြၢ ံာ်ဧြၢ, ဒံးလ ံာ်ယကြၢ ံာ်ဒံးပီၤတယူံးတ ယ ဘ
ံာ်
ံာ်ယီၤတကလ ံာ်န တ
ံာ် ကြၢ ံာ်. မီၤပူီၤမီၤဖ ံးဲ ယီၤဒံး
ပီၤလတြၢ ံာ်ဒံးပီၤအြၢန ံာ်တကြၢ ံာ်.
2 အဂ့ ာ်ဒာ်အီၤ, နမ့ ာ်ယဂ ာ် ယဘျါအကစ ာ်လီၤ. ဘ ာ်မနီၤလ နညက ာ်ယီၤလ .ာ် ယလီၤတ ာ်ဒီး
သ ာ်အီးသီးအီးလ တ ာ်အဒ အ
ာ် ဒျါအမီၤ အ တ ာ်အဃမ့ ာ်အဘ ာ်မနီၤလ ာ်.
3 မြၢလီၤနတြၢ ံာ်ကပီၤ, ဒံးနတြၢ ံာ်မြၢ ံာ်တြၢ ံာ်တန တ
ံာ် ကြၢ ံာ်, မံာ်အဆြၢယီၤတကြၢ ံာ်. မံာ် အဒံးလဲီၤယီၤဆူနကစြၢြၢ ံာ်စဆ,
ဒံးဆူနအ ံာ်အလြၢ ံာ်န ံာ် တကြၢ ံာ်.
4 ဒီးယကလီၤဆယီၤအတ ာ်လ ာ်လ ာ်, ဆယီၤ လ အမ့ ာ်ယတ ာ်သီးခဒီး ယတ ာ်သ ာ်ဖသီးညတဂီၤအ အ ာ်,
ဒီးစီးထ ပ
ာ် တတ ီၤနီၤလ တန ာ်,ယီၤ,ယကစ ာ်ဧ .
5 ဘ ံာ်မနီၤလြၢ နသူ ံာ်ကြၢ ံာ်နသံးလီၤလဲ ံာ်. ယသံးဧြၢ, ဒံးနသူ က
ံာ် ြၢ ံာ်သံးဂီၤလြၢယပူီၤဘ မ
ံာ် နီၤလဲ ံာ်. ကြၢ ံာ်လြၢ ံာ်
ယီၤအက တ
ဲ ကြၢ ံာ်. အဂြၢ ံာ်ဒံာ်အီၤ, ယကစံးထ ံာ်ပတတြၢီၤဒံး အီၤ, တြၢ ံာ်အ ံာ်ကီၤခ ံာ်ကီၤယမဲ ံာ်, ဒံးယကစြၢ ံာ်လီၤ.

The Second Reading
Reader

Galatians 3:23-29

A reading from Galatians.

Now before faith came, we were imprisoned and guarded under the law until faith
would be revealed. Therefore the law was our disciplinarian until Christ came, so
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that we might be justified by faith. But now that faith has come, we are no longer
subject to a disciplinarian, for in Christ Jesus you are all children of God through
faith. As many of you as were baptized into Christ have clothed yourselves with
Christ. There is no longer Jew or Greek, there is no longer slave or free, there is no
longer male and female; for all of you are one in Christ Jesus. And if you belong to
Christ, then you are Abraham's offspring, heirs according to the promise.
Reader
People

The Word of the Lord.
Thanks be to God.

လ ံာ်စီၤပလူံးကံးဲ နြၢ ံာ်ပီၤကလီၤတဖ. 3:23-29
23 တ ာ်န ာ်တခ ီးဟဒီး ဘ ာ်ဒီး, ပဘ ာ်တ ာ်ပ ီၤပီၤလ တ ာ်သ တ
ာ် ာ်သအဖလ ာ် ဒီးတ ာ်ကီးတ ဃ
ာ် ာ်ပခလ
တ ာ်န ာ်လ အကအ ာ်ဖ ျါ ထ ာ်ဝအဂ့ ာ်လီၤ. 24 မီၤသီးဒာ်န ့ ဒ
ာ် ီးတ ာ်သ ာ်တ ာ်သမ့ ာ်ပီၤ
သ ာ်လန ာ်လတ ာ်တဂီၤလ အကဆ ပီၤဆခရ န
ာ် ့ ာ်, ဒာ် သီးပကဘ ာ်တ ာ်ပ ာ်တပ ာ်လီၤပီၤလ တ ာ်န ာ်လီၤ. 25 မ့
မ့ ာ်တီၤတ ာ်န ာ်ဟတီၤဒီး, ပတအ ာ်လ ီၤဘ ာ်လ ပီၤသ ာ် လတ ာ်န ့ ာ်အဖလ ာ်ဘ ာ်. 26 အဂ့ ာ်ဒာ်အီၤ,သဝခလ ,ာ် သ
မ့ ာ်ယီၤအဖလ တ ာ်န ာ်ယ့ ာ်ရ ီးခရ ာ်အဃလီၤ. 27 အဂ့ ာ်ဒာ် အီၤ,ဖဒ ာ်ပီၤဒီးဘ အသီးဆခရ အ
ာ် ပီၤတဖ ာ်န ့ ာ်,
မ့ ာ်အ ကထ ာ်သီးထ ာ်ခရ လ
ာ် ီၤ. 28 ပီၤယဒီၤဖတအ ာ်, ပီၤဟ့ီး လ့ ာ်ဖတအ ာ်, ပီၤက ာ်ဖတအ ာ်,
ပီၤသဘ ျ့ဖတအ ာ်,ပီၤ ပ ာ်မ တ
ာ် အ ာ်, ပီၤပ ာ်ချါတအ ာ်ဘ ာ်.အဂ့ ာ်ဒာ်အီၤ,သမ့ ာ် တ ာ်တမီၤဃခလ ာ်,
လ ယ့ ာ်ရ ီးခရ အ
ာ် ပီၤလီၤ. 29 ဒီးသ မ့မ့ ာ်ခရ အ
ာ် တ ာ်ဒီး, သမ့ ာ်စီၤအီၤတဘီၤဟ ာ်အခ အသ ာ်,
ဒီးပီၤကန ့ ာ်ဘ သ
ာ် ျါတ ာ် ဒာ်တ ာ်စီးပ ာ်ဟဝအသီးန ့ ာ်လီၤ.

The Gospel Hymn

Hymnal #653
“Dear Lord and Father of mankind”

The Gospel
Deacon
People

Luke 8:26-39
The Holy Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ according to John.
Glory to you, Lord Christ.
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Jesus and his disciples arrived at the country of the Gerasenes, which is opposite Galilee.
As he stepped out on land, a man of the city who had demons met him. For a long time he
had worn no clothes, and he did not live in a house but in the tombs. When he saw Jesus,
he fell down before him and shouted at the top of his voice, "What have you to do with
me, Jesus, Son of the Most High God? I beg you, do not torment me" -- for Jesus had
commanded the unclean spirit to come out of the man. (For many times it had seized him;
he was kept under guard and bound with chains and shackles, but he would break the
bonds and be driven by the demon into the wilds.) Jesus then asked him, "What is your
name?" He said, "Legion"; for many demons had entered him. They begged him not to
order them to go back into the abyss.
Now there on the hillside a large herd of swine was feeding; and the demons begged
Jesus to let them enter these. So he gave them permission. Then the demons came out of
the man and entered the swine, and the herd rushed down the steep bank into the lake and
was drowned.
When the swineherds saw what had happened, they ran off and told it in the city and in
the country. Then people came out to see what had happened, and when they came to
Jesus, they found the man from whom the demons had gone sitting at the feet of Jesus,
clothed and in his right mind. And they were afraid. Those who had seen it told them how
the one who had been possessed by demons had been healed. Then all the people of the
surrounding country of the Gerasenes asked Jesus to leave them; for they were seized
with great fear. So he got into the boat and returned. The man from whom the demons
had gone begged that he might be with him; but Jesus sent him away, saying, "Return to
your home, and declare how much God has done for you." So he went away, proclaiming
throughout the city how much Jesus had done for him.
Deacon
People

The Gospel of the Lord.
Praise to you, Lord Christ.

တြၢ ံာ်သံးခအကစ ံာ်ဒစ
ံာ် ီၤလူီၤက ံာ်ကံးဲ ဝဲအသံးန ံာ်. 8:26-39
26 ဒီးခဂ ဝ
ာ် ဆ ပီၤကဒျါရီၤအက ာ် လ အအ ာ်လ ကီၤ လီၤလျါအဝ ာ်ဘီးခလီၤ. 27 ဒီးယ ာ်လီၤလ ခ,
ဒီးပီၤလ တ ာ်နျါအ ာ်လ အလီၤဃီးဃီးတ့ ာ်တဂီၤ, ဟသဂ ာ်အီၤ လ ဝ့ ာ်ပီၤဒီးတကတသီးဘ ာ်တ ာ်ဘ ာ်.
ဒီးတအ ာ်တဆီး ဘ ာ်လ ဟ ပ
ာ် ီၤဘ ာ်. မမ
ာ် ီး, ဒီးကီးပသထ ာ်,
့ ့ ာ်အအ ာ်ဝလ လပီၤလီၤ. 28 ဒီး ထ ာ်ဘ ာ်ယ့ ရ
ဒီးတီၤလီၤကဒက ာ် လ အမ ည
ာ် ျါ, ဒီးစီးဝဒ ာ်လ အကလ ာ်ဖီးဒ ာ်, ယီၤတ ာ် ထကတ ာ်အဖချါယ့ ာ်ရ ီးဧ ,
တ ာ်ဘ ာ်ဃီးဒီးပီၤဒီးနီၤမ့ ာ်မ နီၤတမီၤလ ာ်ဒသ
ာ် ီးနသတမီၤနီးမီၤဖ ာ်ယီၤတဂ့ီၤဒီး, ယဃ့
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ကညီးနီၤလီၤ. 29 အဂ့ ာ်ဒာ်အီၤ, မီၤလ ာ်တ့ ာ်တ ာ်နျါဒာ်သီးအ ကဟီးထ ာ်က ာ်လ ပီၤန ့ ာ်အလီၤလီၤ. အဂ့ ာ်ဒာ်အီၤ, တ ာ်
နျါဟီးဃ ာ်အီၤအျါဘ လ, ဒီးဘ ာ်တ ာ်စ ဃ ာ်ဝလ ထီး သ, ဒီးဘ ာ်တ ာ်သီးဃ ဝ
ာ် , ဒီးထီးထ တ
ာ်
ာ်က ာ်အတ ာ်
စ ဃ ာ်, ဒီးဘ ာ်တ ာ်ဟထ ာ်က လ
ာ် တ ာ်နျါန ့ ာ်, ဆပ ာ် လ ာ်က ျါလီၤ.
30 ဒီးယ့ ာ်ရ ီးသက ာ်အီၤဒီးစီးဝဒ ာ်, နမီၤမ့ ာ်ဒာ်လ ာ်. ဒီးစီး ဝဒ ,ာ် လ့ီးက ာ်, အဂ့ ာ်ဒာ်အီၤ,
တ ာ်နျါအျါဒအ ာ်လ အလီၤ လီၤ. 31 ဒီးဃ့ကညီးအီၤ, ဒာ်သီးအသတမီၤလ ာ်အီၤလ
အကလီၤလီၤဆတ ာ်ယ ပ
ာ် ီၤတဂ့ီၤလီၤ. 32 ဒီးဖအလ ာ်န ့ ာ်, ထီးတဖဖီးဒ ာ်အ ာ်တ ာ်လ ကစ ာ်အလီၤ,
ဒီးအဝသ့ ာ်ဃ့ ညီးဝဒာ်သီးအကဒီးလီၤန အ
ာ် ီၤဆအပီၤလီၤ. ဒီးဒီးလီၤဝ လီၤ. 33 ဒီးတ ာ်နျါတဖ ာ်ဟီးထ ာ်က ာ်
လ ပီၤတဂီၤန ့ ာ်အ လီၤ, ဒီးလီၤန ာ်ဆထီးတဖ ာ်အပီၤ, ဒီးထီးတဖဃ့ ာ်စ ာ် လီၤလ က ာ်ဖီးထအလီၤဆကပီၤ,
ဒီးလီၤအီးသက ာ်ဝ လီၤ. 34 ဒီးတီၤပီၤက ာ်တ ာ်တဖ ာ်န ့ ာ်, ထ ာ်တ ာ်မီၤအသီး ဒီး,
က့ီၤဃ့ ာ်ဝဒီးစ တ
ာ် ီၤတလီၤတ ာ်န ့ ာ်လ ဝ့ ာ်ပီၤ, ဒီးလ ပ ာ်လ ာ်က ျါလီၤ. 35 ဒီးပီၤဟီးထ ာ်ဝဒာ်သီးအကက ာ်တ ာ်မီၤ
အသီးတမီၤန ့ ာ်, ဒီးဟဆယ့ ရ
ာ် ီးအအ ာ်, ဒီးထ ာ်ပီၤလ တ ာ်နျါဟီးထ ာ်လ အလီၤတဂီၤ, ကသီးတ ာ်,
ဒီးအသီး သပ ာ်ထ ာ်ကီၤ့ , ဒီးဆ့ ာ်နီၤလ ယ့ ာ်ရ ီးအခ ာ်ထီး, ဒီးပ ီၤဝ
တက ာ်သ့ ာ်လီၤ. 36 ဒီးပီၤလ တ ာ်နျါအ ာ်လ အလီၤတဂီၤ, ဘ ျါက့ီၤဝ ဒာ်လ ာ်ဒလ
ာ်
ာ်န ့ ာ်,
ပီၤထ ာ်ဝတဖ ာ်စီးဘ ာ်တ ဘ အ
ာ် ဝသ့ ာ်လီၤ. 37 ဒီးပီၤဂ ာ်မ ာ်လ အအ ာ်ဝီးတရီးပီၤက
ဒျါရီၤဖအထအက ာ်ခလ ာ်န ့ ာ်, ဃ့ကညီးအီၤဒာ်သီးအက ဟီးထ ာ်လ အအ ာ်လီၤ. အဂ့ ာ်ဒာ်အီၤ,
ပ ီၤတ ာ်ဒ ာ်မီးလီၤ. ဒီးလီၤန ာ်လ ကဘပီၤဒီးက့ီၤက့ီၤဝလီၤ. 38 ဒီးပီၤလ တ ာ် နျါဟီးထ ာ်လ အလီၤတဂီၤန ့ ာ်,
ဒာ်သီးအကအ ာ်ဒီးအီၤ ဒီး, ဃ့ကညီးဝလီၤ. ဘ ဆ
ာ်
ာ်ဒီးယ့ ရ
ာ် ီးပ ာ်က ာ်အီၤ, ဒီး စီးဝဒ ာ်, 39 က့ီၤဆနဟ ာ်ဒီး
ဖဒ ာ်ယီၤမီၤတ ာ်လ နဂ ာ်တ ဖ ာ်န ့ ာ် တဖ ျါထ ာ်တက့ ာ်. ဒီးလီၤစ ာ်တီၤတလီၤဝဒဝ့ ာ် ညျါ,
လ ကယ ာ်တ ာ်လ ယ့ ာ်ရ ီးမီၤဝလ အဂ ာ်န ့ ာ်လီၤ.

The Sermon

The Rev. Dennis Campbell
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The Nicene Creed
We believe in one God,
the Father, the Almighty,
maker of heaven and earth,
of all that is, seen and unseen.

BCP 358

We believe in one Lord, Jesus Christ,
the only Son of God,
eternally begotten of the Father,
God from God, Light from Light,
true God from true God,
begotten, not made,
of one Being with the Father.
Through him all things were made.
For us and for our salvation
he came down from heaven:
by the power of the Holy Spirit
he became incarnate from the Virgin Mary,
and was made man.
For our sake he was crucified under Pontius Pilate;
he suffered death and was buried.
On the third day he rose again
in accordance with the Scriptures;
he ascended into heaven
and is seated at the right hand of the Father.
He will come again in glory to judge the living and the dead,
and his kingdom will have no end.
We believe in the Holy Spirit, the Lord, the giver of life,
who proceeds from the Father and the Son.
With the Father and the Son he is worshiped and glorified.
He has spoken through the Prophets.
We believe in one holy catholic and apostolic Church.
We acknowledge one baptism for the forgiveness of sins.
We look for the resurrection of the dead,
and the life of the world to come. Amen.
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Prayers of the People

Form IV

BCP 388

Deacon or Priest says
Let us pray for the Church and for the world.
Intercessor continues
Grant, Almighty God, that all who confess your Name may be united in your truth, live
together in your love, and reveal your glory in the world.
We remember this Sunday in the Anglican cycle of prayer the the Episcopal Church of
South Sudan.
We give thanks for our sister faith communities in the River Valley, especially the Atkins
Assembly of God and the Central Christian Church in Russellville..
Silence
Lord, in your mercy
Hear our prayer.
Guide the people of this land, especially Joe, our President, Asa, our Governor, and
Richard, our Mayor, and of all the nations, in the ways of justice and peace; that we may
honor one another and serve the common good.
Silence
Lord, in your mercy
Hear our prayer.
Give us all a reverence for the earth as your own creation, that we may use its resources
rightly in the service of others and to your honor and glory.
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Silence
Lord, in your mercy
Hear our prayer.
Bless all whose lives are closely linked with ours, and grant that we may serve Christ in
them, and love one another as he loves us.
We pray for those who have birthdays this week, especially Eva Cole.
We pray for those who are celebrating anniversaries this week, especially Sherrie and
John Cotton.
We pray for those expecting a child, especially for Thaw & Blut Soe, and Jessica
Mongeon & Nick Gideo.
Lord, in your mercy
Hear our prayer.
Comfort and heal all those who suffer in body, mind, or spirit; give them courage and
hope in their troubles, and bring them the joy of your salvation.
We pray especially for Miguel, Angela, Keith, Eduardo, Antonio, Gerardo, Joseph,
Rodolpho, Ray & Brandt, and the people of Ukraine, Russia and Myanmar.
We pray for those in active military service, especially Brian, Sarah, Anthony, Cameron,
Cody, Adam, Jonathan and Travis.
Silence
Lord, in your mercy
Hear our prayer.
We commend to your mercy all who have died, especially Linda Yelverton that your will
for them may be fulfilled; and we pray that we may share with all your saints in your
eternal kingdom,
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Silence
Lord, in your mercy
Hear our prayer.
The Celebrant adds this concluding Collect.
Almighty and eternal God, ruler of all things in heaven and
earth: Mercifully accept the prayers of your people, and
strengthen us to do your will; through Jesus Christ our Lord.
Amen.
Confession of Sin
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The Deacon or Celebrant says
Let us confess our sins against God and our neighbor.
Silence may be kept.
Minister and People
Most merciful God,
we confess that we have sinned against you
in thought, word, and deed,
by what we have done,
and by what we have left undone.
We have not loved you with our whole heart;
we have not loved our neighbors as ourselves.
We are truly sorry and we humbly repent.
For the sake of your Son Jesus Christ,
have mercy on us and forgive us;
that we may delight in your will,
and walk in your ways,
to the glory of your Name. Amen.
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The Bishop, when present, or the Priest, stands and says
Almighty God have mercy on you, forgive you all your sins through our Lord Jesus
Christ, strengthen you in all goodness, and by the power of the Holy Spirit keep you in
eternal life. Amen.
Prayer for the Parish
Celebrant and People
Almighty and ever living God, grant to the people of this parish, that we may see
your hand at work in all that happens in this congregation, and among your people,
and that we all may be thankful for the blessings that you have bestowed upon us.
Strengthen, we pray, our faith, our determination, and our resolve to do your will.
We also pray that in the days ahead you will send your Holy Spirit among the
people of our parish to guide our steps, so that we will achieve unity within your
Holy Church. These things we pray in the name of Jesus Christ our Lord, who with
You and the Holy Spirit, lives and reigns, one God, now and forever. Amen.
The Peace (all standing)
Celebrant
People

The peace of the Lord be always with you.
And also with you.
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The Ministers and People greet one another in the name of the Lord.

Greeting and Announcements

The Liturgy of the Table
The Offertory Anthem

“Brighter Than the Sun” Ray Makeever/arr. John Helgen
Sung by All Saints Men’s Choir

Refrain
Brighter, brighter than the sun is the candle of the Holy One,
Bigger, bigger than the sea are the waves of God washing over me.
Brighter, brighter than the sun is the candle of the Holy One.
Bigger, bigger than the sea are the waves of God washing over me.
Gonna light my candle from the holy flame
Of the one that’s brighter than my own name.
Gonna wash my body in the holy sea,
In the water of life that’s bigger than me.
Refrain
Gonna meet God’s children at the fountain of life,
Where the word and the water and the Lord Jesus Christ
Make a new creation out of everyone
Holy Spirit of love, let the waters run.
Refrain
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Gonna gather round and gonna welcome in
Every child to be and everyone who’s ever been
Gonna breathe together with this spark of life
Holy Spirit of God, make our flame burn bright.
Refrain
The Doxology

Hymnal 380 v 3

Praise God, from whom all blessings flow;
praise him, all creatures here below;
praise him above, ye heavenly host:
praise Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. Amen.

The Great Thanksgiving
The Great Thanksgiving, Eucharistic Prayer A
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The people remain standing. The Celebrant, whether bishop or priest, faces them and
sings or says
The Lord be with you.
People
And also with you.
Celebrant
Lift up your hearts.
People
We lift them to the Lord.
Celebrant
Let us give thanks to the Lord our God.
People
It is right to give him thanks and praise.
It is right, and a good and joyful thing, always and every-where to give thanks to you,
Father Almighty, Creator of heaven and earth. Who by water and the Holy Spirit you
have made us a new people in Jesus Christ our Lord, to show forth your glory in all the
world. Therefore we praise you, joining our voices with Angels and Archangels and with
all the company of heaven, who forever sing this hymn to proclaim the glory of your
Name:
Celebrant and People

Hymnal #S129
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The people stand or kneel.
Then the Celebrant continues
Holy and gracious Father: In your infinite love you made us for yourself, and, when we
had fallen into sin and become subject to evil and death, you, in your mercy, sent
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Jesus Christ, your only and eternal Son, to share our human nature, to live and die as one
of us, to reconcile us to you, the God and Father of all.
He stretched out his arms upon the cross, and offered himself, in obedience to your will, a
perfect sacrifice for the whole world.
On the night he was handed over to suffering and death, our Lord Jesus Christ took
bread; and when he had given thanks to you, he broke it, and gave it to his disciples, and
said, "Take, eat: This is my Body, which is given for you. Do this for the remembrance of
me."
After supper he took the cup of wine; and when he had given thanks, he gave it to them,
and said, "Drink this, all of you: This is my Blood of the new Covenant, which is shed for
you and for many for the forgiveness of sins. Whenever you drink it, do this for the
remembrance of me."
Therefore we proclaim the mystery of faith:
Celebrant and People (spoken)
Christ has died.
Christ is risen.
Christ will come again.

The Celebrant continues
We celebrate the memorial of our redemption, O Father, in this sacrifice of praise and
thanksgiving. Recalling his death, resurrection, and ascension, we offer you these gifts.
Sanctify them by your Holy Spirit to be for your people the Body and Blood of your Son,
the holy food and drink of new and unending life in him. Sanctify us also that we may
faithfully receive this holy Sacrament, and serve you in unity, constancy, and peace; and
at the last day bring us with all your saints into the joy of your eternal kingdom.
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All this we ask through your Son Jesus Christ: By him, and with him, and in him, in the
unity of the Holy Spirit all honor and glory is yours, Almighty Father, now and for ever.
AMEN.
And now, as our Savior
Christ has taught us,
we are bold to say,
People and Celebrant
Our Father, who art in heaven,
hallowed be thy Name,
thy kingdom come,
thy will be done,
on earth as it is in heaven.
Give us this day our daily bread.
And forgive us our trespasses,
as we forgive those
who trespass against us.
And lead us not into temptation,
but deliver us from evil.
For thine is the kingdom,
and the power, and the glory,
for ever and ever. Amen.
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The Communion
The Celebrant breaks the consecrated Bread.
Then is said
Alleluia. Christ our Passover is sacrificed for us;
Therefore let us keep the feast. Alleluia.

Facing the people, the Celebrant says the following Invitation
The Gifts of God for the People of God. Take them in remembrance that Christ died for
you, and feed on him in your hearts by faith, with thanksgiving.
Wherever you are in your journey of faith,
you are welcome in this place; you are welcome at Christ’s table.

If you would like to receive the bread but not the wine, you may cross your hands over
your chest as the cup passes. If you do not wish to receive communion, you may still
come forward for a blessing. Crossing your hands over your chest lets us know you wish
to receive a blessing.
Communion Hymn

Hymnal #686
“Come though fount of every blessing”
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After Communion, the Celebrant says
Let us pray.
Celebrant and People
Eternal God, heavenly Father,
you have graciously accepted us as living members
of your Son our Savior Jesus Christ,
and you have fed us with spiritual food
in the Sacrament of his Body and Blood.
Send us now into the world in peace,
and grant us strength and courage
to love and serve you
with gladness and singleness of heart;
through Christ our Lord. Amen.
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The Blessing
The Bishop when present, or the Priest, gives the blessing.
The Recessional

Hymnal #579
“Almighty Father, strong to save”
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The Prayer Attributed to St. Francis
Celebrant and People
Lord, make us instruments of your peace. Where there is
hatred, let us sow love; where there is injury, pardon; where
there is discord, union; where there is doubt, faith; where
there is despair, hope; where there is darkness, light; where
there is sadness, joy. Grant that we may not so much seek to
be consoled as to console; to be understood as to understand;
to be loved as to love. For it is in giving that we receive; it is
in pardoning that we are pardoned; and it is in dying that we
are born to eternal life. Amen.
The Dismissal
The Deacon, or the Celebrant dismisses the people with these or similar words
Alleluia. Alleluia. Go in peace to love and serve the Lord.
People
Thanks be to God. Alleluia. Alleluia.
Postlude

Voluntary No.10 (Arlene Clarke)

All music reprinted under OneLicense.net #A-716321.
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Altar flowers this week are given in thanksgiving for the birthday of
Elizabeth Ann McGregor Jacobides
by Jane McGregor
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Sermon Notes and Reflections
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All Saints’ Staff
The Rt. Rev. Larry Benfield – Bishop of Arkansas
Melissa Simpson - Family Ministry & Special Projects Coordinator
Tim and Kristin Smith – Music Ministers
Trevor Coats - A/V Director
Lukas Turner - EYC Intern
Jireh Gonzalez and Jada Potter Nursery & Pre-school Teachers
KaDee McCormick – Parish Administrator
Sherrie Cotton – Administrative Assistant
Marcia Van Horn, Karen Davenport, Rhonda Hlass – Office Assistants
All Saints’ Vestry & Officers
Carol Lee - Senior Warden, Stewardship, Outreach
Brandon Etzkorn - Junior Warden for Buildings, Stewardship
Candy Welcher - Junior Warden for Grounds
Rudy Delabra - Parish Life
Htee Hsee - Karen Community Liaison, Parish Life, Outreach
Tracy Cole - Parish Life
Bill Parton - Christian Formation
Bruce Moore - Parish Care
Lukas Turner - Evangelism, New Member Support
Lori Price – Treasurer
Sherrie Cotton - Secretary
Welcome to All Saints’ Episcopal Church. Whether you are passing through or looking
for a church home, we are honored by your presence and invite you to take part fully in
our worship.
If you would like more information about All Saints’ or to be included on our mailing
list, please fill out a visitor card and place it in the collection plate. If you have any
questions, please call the church office at 479-968-3622 or visit us at
www.allsaintsrussellville.org.
Giving at All Saints’ Contributions may be mailed to the church office or to give online,
go to www.allsaintsrussellville.org and click GIVE located on the bottom of the web
page. Or text “allsaintsgift” to 73256 to give using your mobile device.
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